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The Volkswagen Kombi: the culmination of every desire and
the on-road symbol of our history. This was the first vehicle
ever fitted out by Westfalia in 1951.
The memories...It was a great mobile hotel thanks to its
comprehensive, quality fittings! The Kombi was an instant hit
and even spread beyond continental Europe to penetrate the
American market.
These models of yesteryear based on studio and 1-, 2- and
3-bedroom apartments are now among the most sought
after used vehicles in the world, with their value exceeding
their original retail price!
And today the story continues with the improved onboard
living still based on the cornerstones of freedom and
independence.
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KELSEY
Explorer and sailor Henry Kelsey*, whose name Westfalia chose for
this campervan, would have been astonished at the comfort, space
and dynamic character of this model. And you may feel the same
way, when you discover this new model created on a 5.34-metre
Ford Custom base.

Double sliding door
Kitchen fittings

It boasts much more comfort than most campervan layouts, with
a shower tray, standard feature hot water, heating while parked,
fixed cassette toilet, kitchen with two gaz hob, and dual access with
two sliding side doors by the lounge. All this plus warm, welcoming
colours and a plethora of features make it one of the most popular
models in the range.

Ideal for family
holidays and everyday
life

Compact 5.34-metre campervan
*Kelsey, Henry: English explorer and sailor, and overseas territory Governor for Hudson’s Bay Company, born
circa. 1667, died 1724.

COMPREHENSIVE
FITTINGS
Ideal for everyday and recreational vehicle use, the Kelsey’s
popularity has grown thanks to its added-value fittings. In the
cockpit, the Kelsey now offers a significant number of features
as standard, including LED daytime running lights and front fog
lights.
In the living area, the standard features include heating and hot
water fittings as well as a large refrigerator, for your comfort.

The two sliding side doors create a wonder panoramic lounge enabling optimal air circulation.

The Kelsey has a captivating modern, bright design and promises
memorable times onboard. Its 4 driving seats and 4 berths let you
comfortably travel with the entire family or a group of friends.

The Kelsey features plenty of storage and space for two gas bottles.

Kelsey
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4

4
approx.
2000 mm

approx.
5340 mm

FEATURES

Kelsey - measurements

D

• Double sliding side doors for optimal access
• Spacious interior
• Plenty of storage

AA
BB

• Hot water and heating as standard
• Large capacity fresh water (50-litre) and waste water
(57-litre) tanks
• Ultra flat composite roof for reduced height

A:Wheelbase
B:Length
C:Width
D:Height

C

C

3,300 mm
5,340 mm
2,290 mm
2,020 mm*

Day layout

Night layout
Chassis

Ford Transit Custom L2H1

Diesel engine
as standard

2.0 EcoBlue / 96 kW / 130 hp

Gearbox

6-speed manual gearbox
Automatic gearbox as option

Transmission

Traction

The Kelsey’s layout, with its clear aisle, offers even more space and
enables you to move around in the vehicle. In the kitchen, the generous
storage spaces are another welcome feature.
* On 15-inch rims and depending on the vehicle’s load

The permanent toilet and shower tray provide
great onboard comfort.

D

• Complete comfort on a 5.34-metre 		
Ford Custom base

WHAT A JOY!
How wonderful to lie back on a comfortable bed after a day full
of adventure and excitement! To ensure a good night’s sleep,
we have focused on providing maximum comfort by fitting our
roof space beds with a Froli base. This bed system ensures good
quality sleep thanks to its individual springs. Designed to last, this
innovative system also allows excellent air circulation.
In terms of size, the Kelsey’s mezzanine double bed measures
190 x 120 cm.
For the lower bed, the lounge’s bench seat converts to another
double bed, giving you space for a total of four people to sleep.
Refreshed after a good night’s sleep, you can continue your
adventure.

The ‘swan-neck’ reading lights let you enjoy a good book before falling asleep.

Kelsey
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KEPLER ONE
Westfalia fits out Kepler One campervans using a Volkswagen base
vehicle. The Kepler One is undoubtedly one of the brand’s flagship
models and enables families to enjoy travelling in any season.
Kepler One’s main selling point has to be its autonomy, thanks to
its toilet area where a cassette toilet and hot water system let you
stay anywhere you wish, even far from camping facilities. Like the
powerful heating (a standard feature as well), the hot water system
is an essential feature for travelers and active campers who do not
want to be restricted to travelling just in good weather.

Ideal for family
holidays

Kitchen The Kepler One boasts a

functional kitchen with a 2-hob gas stove,
51-litre refrigerator, sink, worktop, and plenty
of storage compartments.

Born in 1571, Johannes Kepler was a German astronomer famous for asserting that the
Earth revolved around the sun and for discovering that the planets do not follow perfectly
circular trajectories as they orbit the sun, but instead follow elliptical trajectories. Kepler
discovered the mathematical relationships (Kepler’s laws) that govern the movements of planets
in their orbit.

Lounge The Kepler One’s layout creates a spacious,
inviting lounge area. You can also easily swivel the driver
and passenger seats to include them in the lounge layout.

The ladder (standard feature) provides access to the roof space.

Kepler One
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4

4
approx.
1995 mm

approx.
5300 mm

FEATURES

Kepler One - measurements

• Outstanding driving comfort with the
Transporter Volkswagen T6.1
D

• Everyday and town use with its low height
under 2 metres
• Hot water and heating as standard
A
B

• Permanent space to move around
• 50-litre fresh water and 36-litre waste 		
water tanks
• Optional 4Motion and differential lock

A:Wheelbase
B:Length
C:Width
D:Height

C

3400 mm
5300 mm
2297 mm
1995 mm

Day layout

Night layout
Chassis

Volkswagen Transporter T6.1

Diesel engine
as standard

2.0-litre TDI /110 kW / 150 hp

Gearbox

7-speed DSG automatic gearbox

Transmission

Traction

Social: the L-shaped bench seat lets one extra guest sit around the table, which has a reinforced leg.

DISTINCTION &
DISCRETION
The Kepler One stands out with its wonderful space and interior
style, while its under 2-metre length enables it to reach places that
other recreational vehicles find hard to get through.
In addition to its car-style design, the Kepler One is decidedly a
unique recreational vehicle boasting everything you need while
giving you complete freedom of movement.

Thanks to its long wheelbase, the Kepler One features a large, convertible dining space. It can be converted
to a double bed using removable mattresses, bringing the total number of berths to four.

Clever! Unclip the table from its base to
easily store it in the side door.

Our shower trays are high quality as they are polyester
composite (not plastic) and hand-made at our French
factory.

Kepler One
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KEPLER
KEPLER SIX
SIX

Multi-purpose layout

No other model in the range illustrates the concept of freedom as
well as this campervan. Whether you are travelling with 2, 3, 4, 5 or
even 6 people, your campervan can adapt to your lifestyle.
The Kepler 6 provides multi-purpose versatility for weekends and
even weeks away. Step aboard as a couple, family or group of
friends. Your campervan is always ready to hit the road. Head out to
enjoy a lakeside picnic, a day at the beach or even a surfing session!

Ideal for your adventures

Individual, removable
seats

EXPERIENCE
VERSATILITY!
Freedom and independence is what we all seek.
You have the freedom to choose where your travels will take you.
The freedom to stop or continue driving, as we feel necessary.
After all, that is the appeal of travel. With the Westfalia Kepler
Six, you get a campervan that perfectly caters to this need. The
campervan sits on a VW T6.1 with a long wheelbase. It drives like
a sedan thanks to the powerful turbo diesel engine combined with
quality suspension, so you can travel in comfort.
On this base vehicle, the Kepler Six features a pop-up roof, kitchen,
sleeping area and storage space, making it not only a multi-purpose
recreational MPV but also a valuable everyday vehicle that will
quickly become an essential part of your life.

Convertible interior:
The individual seats mounted on floor rails let you vary the layout to suit
your needs.

Kepler Six
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4/6

4
approx.
1995 mm

approx.
5300 mm

FEATURES

Kepler Six - measurements

• Outstanding driving comfort with the Transporter
Volkswagen T6.1
D

• Leisure and utility vehicle 			
with generous storage capacity
• < 2 metres high
• Up to 6 driving seats (4 seats as standard)
and 4 berths
• Seats on modular, independent rails
• Seats with Isofix attachments
• Easy low bed conversion
• 40-litre fresh water and 30-litre waste water tanks

Day layout (with optional 6-seat configuration)

Night layout
Chassis

Volkswagen Transporter T6.1

Diesel engine
as standard

2.0-litre TDI /110 kW / 150 hp

Gearbox

7-speed DSG automatic gearbox

Transmission

Traction
Comfort dashboard with optional Cockpit Pack shown

A
B

A:Wheelbase
B:Length
C:Width
D:Height

C

3400 mm
5300 mm
2297 mm
1995 mm

MULTI PURPOSE
AND MODULAR!
When you choose the Kepler Six, you get even more features and
layouts to suit all your everyday and leisure activities. Whether you
are travelling for a weekend mountain biking competition or to
watch a match at your favourite club, you vehicle is ready to head
off on all your adventures!

Layout with no seats and low bed unfolded.

Layout with no seats and low bed folded away.

Comfort is also a key concept for this model.
You can concoct a delicious meal, in no time at all, thanks to the
kitchen unit. The fold-out low bed system developed by Westfalia
also provides greater sleeping comfort with its bed frame and
choice of materials.

It only takes a few steps to set up your bed in
the lounge of your Kepler Six. Once folded away, the bed can
be moved forwards or backwards using the notches. Such
handy versatility!

Dual advantage:
So much storage!
Our layouts have been designed to give you
maximum storage space.

The Porta Potti option is now available and
provides a discreet, removable toilet area. This
option includes the Porta Potti and the cover
with bench seat.

Kepler Six
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JULES VERNE

Private bathroom

Comfortable lounge area

The Jules Verne is the most high spec model in the range.
It stands out with its exclusive car-style design. There’s no doubt
about it - whether with the Elegance or Avantgarde finish, the Jules
Verne is decidedly eye-catching.
Inside is a cosy space. The lounge is organised around the L-shaped
bench seat - a rarity in the pop-up roof campervan category. The
luxury kitchenette provides maximum comfort with a 2-hob stove,
sink and large 51-litre refrigerator.

Ideal for your next trip
around the world or your
trips to town, with its
compact 5.14-metre length
it can go everywhere!

Compact 5.14-metre length
Jules Verne was born in 1828 in Nantes, France, and died in 1905 in Amiens. He was a French writer whose canon
is predominantly comprised of adventure novels evoking the 19th century’s scientific advances, including the
famous ‘Around the World in 80 Days’.

UTTERLY
FASCINATING!
Naturally, what is good enough for Kepler One is definitely good
enough for Jules Verne - a similar campervan concept on a more
premium base vehicle with a Mercedes Vito chassis. For the Jules
Verne, the Mercedes Vito provides a platform for an innovative
vehicle. Compact, agile, and able to fit in underground car parks:
these are just some of this model’s attributes. The interior design
of the Jules Verne also features an L-shaped lounge that converts
to a double bed. A second double bed measuring 190 x 117 cm
can be found in the pop-up roof.
Boasting a saloon car-worthy driving position,
the driver and passenger seats easily swivel to become
part of the lounge in no time at all.

Interior shown with Elegance style and Chrome pack

Sleeps up to 4 people
So clever! The lounge area converts to an extra bed thanks to the two mattresses stored in the wardrobe behind the bench seat.

Jules Verne
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4

4
approx.
1995 mm

approx.
5140 mm

FEATURES

Jules Verne - measurements

• Mercedes Vito base vehicle
• Unrivalled driving comfort
D

• Can go anywhere with its 5.14-metre length
• Fits under the < 2-metre car park bar
• Town and leisure uses
• Hot water, toilet, heating while parked 			
and shower tray as standard
• 4 driving seats and 4 berths
• 50-litre fresh water and 36-litre waste water tanks
• Optional 4Matic

A
B

A:Wheelbase
B:Length
C:Width
D:Height

C

3200 mm
5140 mm
2244 mm
1995 mm

Day layout

Night layout
Chassis

Mercedes Vito 114 CDI chassis

Diesel engine
as standard

100 kW/136 hp

Gearbox

9-G Tronic

Transmission

Rear-wheel drive
Shown here with Elegance finish and Chrome interior pack, two-material Missouri
seats, and chrome handles and wing mirrors.

Comfort & Technology
This model features 6 USB ports
as well as a 12 V and a 230 V outlet.

Shown here with Avantgarde finish
and Selenite Grey.

Jules Verne
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VOLKSWAGEN
CHASSIS
As you know, the Westfalia story started in 1844 and our brand
has become famous worldwide thanks to our first campervan using
the... Volkswagen Camper!
Today, we continue this collaboration with our Kepler models.
With the Transporter T6.1 base, the successor to the combi-vans,
Volkswagen maintains its reputation for outstanding driving
comfort. Its dual-clutch automatic gearbox, the DSG, also has a
reputation as one of the best on the market, with ultra-fast gear
shifts.

Version

Engine

Transmission

Kepler - VW T6.1

150 hp, 110 kW, 340 nm
(automatic gearbox)

Traction

Kepler - VW T6.1

204 hp, 198 kW, 450 nm
(automatic gearbox)

Traction

4Motion: this optional all-wheel-drive transmission system
automatically and independently acts to optimally distribute power
between the wheels when one or more tyres lose traction. Perfect
for difficult terrain!
It can be boosted by a differential lock that distributes power evenly
between to the two rear wheels.

Indicative Volkswagen figures. Subject to modifications and improvements.
Available with automatic gearbox only.

16” hub caps

16” Clayton alloy wheels

17” Devonport alloy wheels

17’ Posada alloy wheels

18” Teresina alloy wheels

17" metal rims

MERCEDES
CHASSIS
Mercedes is undoubtedly a key automotive world brand, with a
reputation for reliability, elegance and technical expertise.
Our partnership with Mercedes goes back to the 1980s and
intensified with the creation of our Jules Verne model. Sitting on a
Mercedes Vito base, our Jules Verne model boasts great livability
and is both a stylish vehicle and a RV.

Available as an option, the 4Matic
all-wheel drive transmission delivers
impressive engine and terrain-crossing
abilities.

Version

Engine

Jules Verne - MB Vito
Euro 6d

136 hp, automatic trans- Rear-wheel
mission, 100 kW, 330 nm drive

Transmission

Jules Verne - MB Vito
Euro 6d

163 hp, automatic trans- Rear-wheel
mission, 120 kW, 380 nm drive

Jules Verne - MB Vito
Euro 6d

190 hp, automatic trans- Rear-wheel
mission, 140 kW, 440 nm drive

Indicative Mercedes figures. Subject to modifications and improvements.

Mercedes me connect:
this software records
your
vehicle
data
and sends it to your
smartphone in real time.

For the Avantgarde finish,
the Jules Verne features 17”
Premium diamante alloy wheels.

The Elegance finish
comes with RK8 alloy wheels.

Chassis
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FORD
CHASSIS
The Ford chassis is known for its driving comfort and high spec
equipment.
Choose from the many options, including Xenon headlights and a
reversing camera, so you can enjoy adventures with peace of mind.

Version

Engine

Transmission

Ford Transit Custom

2.0 EcoBlue, 130 hp,
manual gearbox, 96 kW,
360 nm

Traction

Ford Transit Custom

2.0 EcoBlue, 170 hp,
manual gearbox, 125
kW, 390 nm

Traction

Indicative Ford figures. Subject to modifications and improvements.
Available with manual or automatic gearbox.

15” or 16” hub caps
as standard

16” aluminium alloy wheels
(option)

Kelsey Ford Custom dashboard.

Remote control FordPass app - Locations - Alerts &
maintenance - Journeys & consumption.

COLOURS AND UPHOLSTERY

Interior

Missouri two-material fabric Montana two-material fabric
(as standard)
(option)

Bodywork colour - Kepler* (Volkswagen)
Monochrome paint

Metallic paint** (option)

Candy White

Mojave Beige

Two-tone paint***

Starlight Blue (new)

Indium Grey

Two-tone paint***

Two-tone Grey

Two-tone Candy White

and Fortana Red

and Bay Leaf Green

Bodywork colour - Jules Verne* (Mercedes)
Monochrome paint

Metallic paint** (option)

Arctic White

Steely Silver

Selenite Grey
(only available in the Avantgarde version)

Bodywork colour - Kelsey* (Ford)
Monochrome paint

(option)

(option)

*

Check colour availability when ordering your vehicle.

**

Metallic paints are optional extras. Information current at
the time of printing. For technical printing reasons, colours
may differ from the original colour.

*** Availability may vary

Glacier White

Magnetic Grey

Azure Blue

Colours and upholstery
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STANDARD FITTINGS

Base vehicle
Bodywork type
Engine
Wheelbase (mm)
Gross vehicle weight (GVW)1 (kg)
Gross combined weight (GCW)2 (kg)
Mass in running order (MIRO)³ (kg)
Payload4 (kg)
Vehicle type
Standard paint
Leather-bound multifunction steering wheel
Set-up for towbar5
Wiring for solar panel5
ABS
ESP
Comfortable seats with swivel base and armrests
Electrically-adjusted, defrosting wing mirrors
Front daytime running lights
Driver and passenger airbags
Cab speakers
Cruise control
Speed limiter
Cab air conditioning

Kelsey
Ford Transit Custom

Kepler One
Volkswagen Transporter

Kepler Six
Volkswagen Transporter

Jules Verne
Mercedes Vito

L2H1
2.0-litre Eco Blue
3300
3,000
5240
2,631
144
Campervan
Glacier White
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

L2H1
2.0-litre TDI
3403
3,000
5300
2535
241
Campervan
Candy White
O
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

L2H1
2.0-litre TDI
3403
3200
5300
2513
321
Campervan
Candy White
O
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

long
2.0-litre CDI
3200
3050
5050 (subject to manufacturer’s availability)
2592
233
Campervan
Arctic White
O
S (depending on model)
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

5.34
2.290
2.02*
4
2+2

5.30
2.297
1.995
4
2+2

5.30
2.297
1.995
6**
2+2

5.14
2.244
1.995
4
2+2

General details
Length (m)
Overall width (wing mirrors folded) (m)
Height (m) (+/- 3%)
Registered seats
Berths

1 GCW: This is the weight limit that the towing vehicle and towbar, including their respective loads, must not exceed / 2 GVW: This is the weight limit that the vehicle must not exceed when being driven and includes the load, driver and passengers. It is determined by the manufacturer. / 3 The
MIRO is the vehicle’s weight + one driver weighing 75 kg + 90% full tanks / 4 The payload is the mass of the carried load / 5 Assembly not included / * Manual gearbox version / ** 4 seats supplied as standard. Option of 2 additional seats. Important: the number of registered (driving) seats
may vary depending on the version (4Motion). Indicative figures, subject to the manufacturer’s modifications.

Kelsey
Ford Transit

Standard fittings

Kepler One
Volkswagen Transporter

Kepler Six
Volkswagen Transporter

Jules Verne
Mercedes Vito

Bed size (L x W in mm)
Convertible dinette bed

1900 x 1200

1850 x 1200

2000 x 1200

1720 x 1200

Pop-up roof fold-away bed

1900 x 1200

1900 x 1200

1900 x 1200

1900 x 1170

XHP Xtrem Hybrid Protect insulation = polyurethane and polyether compound
with aluminium beams

S

S

S

S

Internal walls moulded to the bodywork

S

S

S

S

Central locking on cab and living area doors with remote control

S

S

S

S

Combined sink/stove top with piezo ignition

S

S

S

S

Glossy laminated worktop

S

S

S

S

Storage under the kitchen unit with drawers/pot drawers

S

S

S

S

Compressor refrigerator (litres)

51

51

40

51

Cold water shower head

S

S

S

S

Fitted polyester shower tray

S

S

S

S

18-litre removable cassette bench toilet

S

S

-* (Porta Potti option)

S

Fresh water tank (litres)

50

50

40

50

Waste water tank (litres)

57

36

30

36

Electric water pump

S

S

S

S

10-litre gas hot water boiler

S

S

O (Diesel)

S

Fresh and waste water tank gauge

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Bodywork

Kitchen

Bathroom space

Water

Heating
Webasto 2000 W Diesel
Power
Semi-stationary auxiliary battery with coupler, separator and circuit breaker

92 Ah

92 Ah

92 Ah

92 Ah

Transformer - charger

S

S

S

S

30 mA differential thermal magnetic circuit breaker

S

S

S

S

Central fuse box with protected ‘Accessories’ sockets

S

S

S

S

230 V outdoor sockets - 230 V indoor sockets

S

S

S

S

Gas bottle capacity

2.75 kg

2.75 kg

1.8 kg

2.75 kg

LED interior lighting

S

S

S

S

LED ambient lighting

S

S

S

S

S = Standard

O = Option

- = Not available

Specifications
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EVEN MORE COMFORT WITH ACCESSORIES
Contact your local dealership for information on all
the Westfalia accessories and available options.

Essential: the Outdoor kit includes one table with four folding, heightadjustable legs. The table is stored in the sliding door for the Kepler
and the tailgate for the Kelsey. The two folding chairs take up minimal
space and are stored in a bag.

You can sleep easy with these mosquito nets, which are simple to install on the side
door or tailgate.

The roof insulation kit provides a superior level of comfort
during cool nights and sunny days.

The awning and Outdoor kit are available for all our models.

Expand your living space with this tailgate tent which only takes a few
minutes to set up. It also provides privacy when you are showering.

DEALERSHIP NETWORK

GREAT BRITAIN

ANDORRA

SPAIN

ITALY

Campersales Ltd.
GB RH15 8QY Burgess Hill
+44 1444 243888
www.campersales.co.uk

We camper Andorra
AND AD500 Andorra la Vella
+376 864 449
www.andorrawecamper.com

CAMPER PARK Emporda
ES 17771 Santa Llogaia d’Alguema – Figueres
+34 (0) 619383552
www.camperparkemporda.com

Autoroen.it di Giuliano Pezzini
IT 38013 Fondo
+39 (0) 3407183988
www.autoroen.it

CARAVANAS EVASION
ES 20303 Irún (Guipuzcoa)
+34 (0) 943 63 44 40
www.caravanas-evasion.com

Beltramo Campers S.r.l.
IT 12100 Cuneo
+39 (0) 171 411637
www.beltramocampers.com

Harbour Creeks Motorhomes
GB PO110QG Hayling Island
+44 (0)23 9246 1968
www.harbourcreek.co.uk
WANDAHOME
GB HU15 2DB South Cave, East Yorkshire
+44 1430 424342
www.wandahome.online

Global Green S.r.l.
IT 00071 Pomezia (RM)
+39 (0) 6 9108333
www.motorcaravanitalia.it

Dealers also available in France, Belgium, Switzerland and Germany.
Please refer to https://westfalia-mobil.com/en/fachhaendler/fachhaendler-liste-europa.php

Dealership network
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Latest trends
New campervans
Instruct ions
What our customers say
Road trip inspirat ion

westfalia-mobil.com/en

westfaliafrance

westfaliafr

For short trips, walk or ride a bike #PollutionFreeTravel. Design: www.art-up.fr

Discover our official blog
my-westfalia.fr

